Perfect Match

Whether you’re looking for a cost-effective loupe to get started or a serious relationship with a high definition loupe and light, then Evident have everything you need as they unveil their NEW range of ExamVision™ loupes. Pricing them at £250, 350, 450 and 550, these loupes have a range of styles and features to suit every dentist. Evident will also be offering a range of ExamVision™ lights. Visit Stand D30 at the BDHA Conference to find out more or contact Freecall Plandent on 0500 500 322 for further information.

NEW Loupes and Lights...Find Your Perfect Match

Find your loupe match... visit the new and improved website www.examvision.co.uk or Freefone 0500 321 111. Facebook Evident

twitter: @evidentdental

Evident believe this to be an important event in the professional calendar.

Plan for Digital Impressions with Plandent

Be impressed with the revolutionary solution in digital impression taking – 3Shape TRIOS® from Plandent. No messy mixing or mess with conventional impression materials and significantly fewer tenets.

3Shape TRIOS® is a no-spray solution – spraying is technique demanding, can ruin scan accuracy, is uncomfortable for patients and prolongs chair-time. Therefore no spray is the best option. 3Shape’s technology captures more than 3000 2D images per second - 100 times faster than conventional_visible_cams. There’s no need to hold the scanner at a specific distance or focus for your scan, you can rest the scanner on the teeth for support so you can still provide ease of use.

Visit Stand D30 at the BDHA Conference to find out more or contact Carestream Dental on 0808 135 9952 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk

The Only Way Was Essex - The faceovers have made us reveal

The audience gasped and tears were shed when the winner of Dream Makeover Essex were revealed at a top-notch makeover event held at the Marriott Hotel on Thursday 21st March. The competition giving away three top-to-toe makeovers each worth £25,000 was launched in October and reached its emotional conclusion when the winner’s life-changing transformations were unveiled. All three winners were embarking on stunning transformation journeys that included: cosmetic dentistry, bodycare, facial aesthetics, personal grooming and fitness and personal training to create a total makeover. Together with a team of personal fashion styling and photographic portraits, the prize was completed with a suite of oral health products from sparkledental.co.uk, leaders in the field of oral healthcare. The Dream Makeover Essex competition was the brainchild of cosmetic dentist Ash Parmar of Smile Design by Ash who drew together a team of makers, experts and thanks to his dental credentials brought in Philips, not only to provide the Zoom tooth whitening and Sonicare toothbrush and Airfloss as used for all of each and every product. The latest addition to the Carestream’s CS R4 Clinical+ range is the CS R4 Clinical+ for Digital Impressions.

For more information about the products used by Ash Parmar in the dental transformations please telephone 0860 051 332.

Discover Genix Healthcare and Sparkle Dental Laboratory on stand E07

Supporting UK dentistry one patient at a time! Genix Healthcare is proud to be exhibiting their exciting, ever-expanding range of UK dental clinics that are dedicated to providing NHS and Private dental patients the highest standards of treatment. Genix Healthcare is keen to be a part of developing the next generation of dental professionals. Its Apprentice Dental Name course allows clinicians to enhance their skills in an environment that is both modern and enlightening. To learn more about the career pathways Genix Healthcare offers and its outstanding apprenticeship scheme visit stand E07 at this year’s British Dental Conference and Exhibition.

For additional information please call 0845 888 1122, or email advice@geneixhealthcare.com or visit www.geneixhealthcare.com

Impressive Impressions from Plandent

Plandent also offer their “House Brand” Orals Algae which are available in both standard and ideal winter. The broad Orals® line also includes Addition Cured and Condensation Cured Silicon impression materials for crown and bridge work, and the Algae Silicon, which is set and fast set versions. The broad Orbis range also includes Addition Cured and Exhibition.

Visit Stand D30

For further information please call 0800 138 6255 or email... For any additional information please call 0800 138 6255 or email... For further information please call 0800 138 6255 or email... For further information please call 0800 138 6255 or email... For any additional information please call 0800 138 6255 or email...
Show Stoppers
Visitors to Takara Belmont’s stand at this year’s BDA Conference won’t have any reason to navigate their way to the new iCompass Treatment Centre, with a delivery unit that can minimise the risk of providing an easy and unobtrusive welcome.

The unique centred mounted x-ray system that includes the XICompass to convert easily from right to left handed use, is said to be ready in 90 seconds, without the need for any adjustments.

Also taking centre stage at the show will be the company’s new 900 Series LED operating light. As with their treatment centre systems, these are both to last and provide excellent light output over their projected lifetimes, which is a staggering 40,000 hours or around 25 years for the average user. The ten substantial differences are a lower heat output, cooler colour immediately making it ideal for colour matching as well as reducing eye fatigue. As individual requirements and preferences vary the light can be adjusted between 4,000 and 52,000 LUX.

The 900 LED light and the iCompass offer flexibility at a great price. To see how each could assist your work in practice takarabelmont on stand J10 or call 020 7155 0333.

The latest in cutting-edge digital imaging technology.
Clark Dental has a product to meet your every need. Among the many marketing-led systems available in the Siemens ORTHOPHOS XG, is which is available in either 3D or 3D Ready models, making it the smart choice for the forward-thinking practice team. Both the 3D and 3D Ready feature Siemens recognised digital imaging technology, and include a wide range of programs to allow you to meet the challenges of any diagnostic situation. Users will particularly appreciate the structured user interface via the EasySnap control, as well as the user’s useful automatic patient positioning system for faster and smoother imaging procedures. Whether you’re keen to invest in 3D technology now, or will be looking to invest in the future, the ORTHOPHOS XG is the perfect solution, and provides superb high-quality digital images with maximal radiation dose for the best clinical outcomes. To learn more about 3D digital imaging solutions, and how the ORTHOPHOS XG’s smart choice for your practice, contact the Dental team today.

For more information call Clark Dental on (0208) 733 1450. or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk.

The Dental Directory – Excellence at an affordable price with Pink Line orthodontic products.
From retainer composites to hand instruments and pliers, you can trust The Dental Directory. As one of the UK’s largest full service dental dealer, The Dental Directory is the place to look for fantastic deals on more than 10,000 dental products.

The Dental Directory’s Inside Ortho Promotional Flyer features dozens of great products from the Pink Line. For dental professionals, the flyer includes many products from Pink Line, a high quality range of orthodontic products available at affordable prices. You can download it here or you might want to browse the full Pink Line catalogue to see what you can use for your practice.

The Dental Directory's entire range of orthodontic products can be found in the Orthodontic Product Guide which is available for download.

With all products eligible for free next day delivery with no minimum order requirement, make sure you get a copy of The Dental Directory's new orthodontic product guide - A practical guide to the best orthodontic products for your practice. This directory features dozens of great products at reduced prices. The flyer includes

Keep your practice busy with Zestly!
Zestly in London is a new online booking service that allows practices to increase their NPI and Private patient appointments. It is easy to set up and maintain in addition to being highly cost effective. Over one million people search for dental appointments every month in London alone. Zestly will help you get the most out of your10

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0300 551 150, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

For Patients Who Want It All.
You can refer to The London Smile Clinic when it comes to dental treatment, patients are more knowledgeable and demanding than ever before. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and give them access to a broader range of treatment options and state-of-the-art facilities for Rocha areas of dentistry. The award-winning clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with a impressive team that includes specialist orthodontist Dr Preet Bhogal and specialist implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan.

The clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan. We maintain constant communication with you from the treatment planning stage until the referred treatment is successfully concluded to the post treatment phase. Patients are reassured by our expert team of Endodontists, who are not only highly skilled, but also warm, friendly and ready to listen to any queries or concerns.

To learn more about Endodontic referrals contact The Dental Team today! We promise people on forming close working relationships with all our referring practices, and aim to become an integral part of your practice team.

For further information please call The Dental Directory on 020 7224 5999 Or visit www.endodocare.co.uk.

For practice designs that unite technical function with aesthetic refinement, look no further than Tavom UK for cabinetry.

Tavom UK has been providing medical and dental cabinetry and customer service for over 35 years, Tavom is centrally located to support all Tavom Cabinetry dealers throughout the country. All Tavom products are true investments, crafted from strong materials and finished with close attention to detail to ensure longevity of utility, and due to the increasing amount of pressure on us all practitioners the range of products on offer and a video gallery showcasing simplicity of use.

For practice designs that unite technical function with aesthetic refinement, look no further than Tavom UK for cabinetry.

Innovations in digital imaging technology.
The Waterpik® Water Flosser helps to remove bacteria deep below the gum line, subgingival and interproximal areas that cannot be reached by a toothbrush.

“I like the Waterpik® Water Flosser,” she says. “I recommend it to many of my patients who don’t or won’t floss, or who struggle with the technique, and for patients who need considerable improvement in their plaque control.

OE you see us in East Grinstead, West Sussex. She has been recommending the Waterpik® Water Flosser to patients for over six months.

I like the Waterpik® Water Flosser,” she says. “I recommend it to my patients who don’t floss, or who struggle with the technique, and for patients who need considerable improvement in their plaque control.

For uncompromising, cutting-edge dental care the Aries range includes a distinctive selection of wall and base units that feature all the modern amenities and can be customised to reflect your unique style and needs. Options include a comprehensive range of Colours, styles, materials, inserts and handles. All top grades, the Aries range is designed for maximum efficiency and safety. Edarredo cabinetry features the latest innovative design, and is perfect for surgeries where space is at a premium.

For over 10 years’ experience in dentistry, the Dental Team have all the skills and experience to help you select, design and install the ideal cabinetry for your practice.

For more information call Clark Dental on (0208) 733 146, or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk.

Look no further than Tavom UK for Cabinetry

Having offered effective dental and medical solutions for more than 15 years, Tavom is internationally recognised for the quality of its cabinetry and customer service.

Tavom UK, based in the North of England, are centrally located to support all Tavom Cabinetry dealers throughout the country. All Tavom products are true investments, crafted from strong materials and finished with close attention to detail to ensure longevity of utility, and due to the increasing amount of pressure on us all practitioners the range of products on offer and a video gallery showcasing simplicity of use.

For practice designs that unite technical function with aesthetic refinement, look no further than Tavom UK for all your practice design needs.

For more information call The Dental Directory on 03060 551 150, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

For patients who want it all: Refer to The London Smile Clinic When it comes to dental treatment, patients are more knowledgeable and demanding than ever before. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and give them access to a broader range of treatment options and state-of-the-art facilities for niche areas of dentistry. The award-winning clinic has a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan.

The clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan. We maintain constant communication with you from the treatment planning stage until the referred treatment is successfully concluded to the post treatment phase.

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0300 551 150, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

For Patients Who Want It All: Refer to The London Smile Clinic When it comes to dental treatment, patients are more knowledgeable and demanding than ever before. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and give them access to a broader range of treatment options and state-of-the-art facilities for niche areas of dentistry. The award-winning clinic has a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan.

The clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan. We maintain constant communication with you from the treatment planning stage until the referred treatment is successfully concluded to the post treatment phase.

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0300 551 150, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

For Patients Who Want It All: Refer to The London Smile Clinic When it comes to dental treatment, patients are more knowledgeable and demanding than ever before. Refer to the London Smile Clinic and give them access to a broader range of treatment options and state-of-the-art facilities for niche areas of dentistry. The award-winning clinic has a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan.

The clinic is renowned for its excellence in orthodontic and implant work, with a highly experienced implantologist Dr Zaki Kanaan. We maintain constant communication with you from the treatment planning stage until the referred treatment is successfully concluded to the post treatment phase.